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Digital Documents Can Do Things Paper Can’t. 

The inefficiencies of paper are obvious.  It slows work down, wastes too much space, is challenging 
to archive and is exposed to security risks or disasters.  Paper is shuffled, routed, filed, retrieved 
and copied.  More time on PAPER means less time on WORK. 

Digital documents are easier to find, share, protect and manage resulting in greater efficiency and 
speed. Remote access is available from a web or mobile device. Security controls WHO accesses 
WHAT.  Audits track activities.  Workflow automates processes.   

So How Findable Are Your Documents?  

The question is not whether you have the documents needed but rather: 

 How quickly can those dealing with a problem find the documents required? 
 Do these delays cost money or erode customer satisfaction? 
 Are you constantly in need of more physical space to store records?  
 How secure / exposed are your records retention facilities? 
 How adequate are your records access / storage procedures? 
 Could changing the existing records processes improve the quality of work? 
 
Getting Started…Does It Matter?  

Problems that don’t matter seldom get fixed.  If the above issues are not significant  ones for your 
company, it will be difficult to establish the true value of Going Paperless.  Hot buttons vary by 
company but hard dollar benefits (the quantifiable savings) typically get more attention than soft 
dollar benefits when it comes to justification.             
 
You don’t have to be an expert (or have money to hire one) to get an idea of how users conduct 
business and how Going Paperless will help.  Start at the source (mailroom) and ask questions as 
you follow the paper trail.  Potential payback areas?  Here’s four to consider.   
 
Payback Area #1:  Paper & Supplies  
 
The benefits of Going Paperless are proportional to the number of documents handled.  Storing 
paper records requires file cabinets, folders, boxes, distribution costs and other supplies which are 
immediate targets for potential savings.  Information to gather:     

 Inventory - number of file cabinets & space-savers (cost per square foot) 
 Paper budget - printing, copying, faxing, pre-printed forms  
 Supplies budget - folders, binders, labels, paper clips, transport boxes  
 Distribution costs - courier, post office, offsite retrieval requests 
 Records retention - microfilm equipment, records purging & disposal costs 
 Onsite storage facilities - recaptured floor space, overhead savings     
 Offsite storage facilities - ongoing services costs (internal or third-party)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Nobody ever said, “This job 
would be so much easier if 

only I had more paperwork!” 
 

So why are you still on the 
fence when it comes to a 

paperless office?  
 

The technology is here, it 
works and it’s affordable. 

 
In today’s digital age, it is  

unacceptable to operate your 
business operations at the 

speed-of-paper.  
 

While the positive impact of 
Going Paperless seems 

intuitive, the tendency is to 
ignore the value and focus on 

just the solution costs. 
 

The best way to uncover value 
is to follow the paper trail to 
really understand how things 
work and what happens when 

they break down. 
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Payback Area #2:  People & Productivity  
The more people that need to access documents, the greater the benefits of Going Paperless.  
Digital documents eliminate search delays, missing records and call-back situations. Productivity is 
improved resulting in reduced backlogs, less overtime paid and the potential to absorb future 
growth with current staffing levels.  Information to gather:     

 Personnel - number of employees in the department  
 Clerical - administrative staff for mail distribution / records retention / audits      
 Salaries - average compensation / benefits / overtime per employee 
 Overhead - cost assigned per employee (equipment / facilities) 
 Standards - average transactions per employee / cost per work item 
 Exceptions - how often are documents missing / how lost files are reconstructed     

 
Payback Area #3:  Processes & Procedures  
Another impact of Going Paperless is the ability to automate work processes.  Paper flows through 
a series of manual tasks such as routing, approvals, signatures, copying, tracking, auditing and 
much more.  This inefficiency adds steps, causes delays and makes it difficult to enforce operating 
procedures.  Digital documents provide the opportunity to rethink / optimize these processes and 
enforce operating standards.  Information to gather:     

 General - identify key users / business functions / basic workflows 
 Workload - total incoming work items / transactions 
 Financial - average value per work item / transaction 
 Standards - internal deadlines / outside mandates (legal / industry) 
 Measures - key performance metrics vs standards / impact of missed goals 
 Documents - access frequency / retention requirements (aging / lifecycles)    

 
Payback Area #4:  Penalties  
Going Paperless has an immediate financial impact when missing a target results in penalties, fines 
or opportunity costs (lost discounts, sales or customers).  And while technology makes information 
more readily available, tougher industry regulations have followed with new challenges to manage 
documents more effectively.  Information to gather: 

 Legal - required mandates / non-compliance penalties   
 Industry - specific regulations / associated fines  
 Internal - company goals / opportunity cost (lost discounts or sales)  
 Measures - company performance against these standards  

 
So Now What?  Next Steps… 
Keeping your focus on how the users work with documents will solidify WHY you should be Going 
Paperless.  During this discovery process, the value will become clear as you uncover the true costs 
of dealing with paper.  From the information gathered, you can now develop good / better / best 
scenarios.  For example, you might project a 20%-40% savings in the budget for paper & supplies 
or a similar reduction in personnel costs as a result of productivity gains, less overtime or cost 
avoidance of future staffing.  The benefits of compressing work processes and minimizing current 
penalties or  missed opportunities are better understood and can now be quantified.   
 
Separate the hard dollar savings (direct budget impact) from the soft dollar benefits (difficult to 
measure).  This should provide a realistic idea of how much you can afford for a paperless solution.  
Remember there are two components to an ROI - if the RETURN exceeds the INVESTMENT, there 
is a compelling case to move forward and to engage qualified resources (such as RVI) about HOW 
Going Paperless can become a reality for your company.  

Going Paperless will help you 
find things faster, manage it 

better and provide a safe and 
secure alternative to storing 

physical documents.  
 

Planning is equally as 
important as the technology 

that will be selected. 
 

It is easy to fall into the trap of 
over-analyzing product 

features when value should be 
the primary focus. 

 
You don’t need to be an expert 

to understand the negative 
impact of paper. 

 
Just walk around.  Ask basic 
questions.  Look for the 4P 
Paybacks (Paper, People, 
Processes and Penalties). 

 
Clarify the problems that  

matter so you can determine 
what budget you can afford. 

Now you are ready to get 
serious about a solution! 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Len Knudsen, CDIA (Certified 
Document Image Architect) 

Real Vision Software 
318-268-3453 (direct) 

len@realvisionsoftware.com 

I’ve been helping customers 
Go Paperless for 25+ years.  

Let’s talk about it! 
 


